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eleventh eleventh cuba 
law law next 
new new clear 
leftover leftover silent 
lift lift not 
once once while 
things things those 
fishing fishing fish 
slices slices enforce 
food food itself 
fiscal fiscal void 
due due curtail 
seem seem such 
embargo embargo branch 
dairy dairy island 
waning waning minimalist 
minimizing minimizing stripped 
gum gum impose 
wrote wrote written 
words words original 
gutted gutted intent 
negate negate signing 
alter alter know 
letter letter meant 
doubt doubt intention 
excise excise interpretation 
failure failure dismantling 
methodically methodically changes 
clear clear wait 
hearings hearings transitory 
era era afresh 
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hidden (dark) softly 
private (water) imperil 
lake (repress) fornication 
sea (writing) apocrypha 
river (contriving) mysteries 



writing (oracle) dispose 
conduct (appointed) impose 
compose (informant) written 
abolish (dill) concealment 
destruction (blot) lurking 
dungeon (blurred) manure 
dirge (disciple) prison 
coin (dish) musk 
vapor (mongrel) frenzy 
fume (hybrid) dock 
steam (series) descendant 
heretical (wound) custom 
free (will) tribunal 
coast (chosen) perform 
state (preceding) want 
duck (immerse) door 
body (janitor) dragon 
cattle (drone) delight 
serpent (singing) vex 
 
 
 
 
 
 
barren barren hue 
secretly secretly rash 
mode mode departed 
bed bed tree 
violence violence soul 
flame flame clothing 
sudden sudden spoils 
shadow shadow capital 
fault fault hell 
plain plain dew 
moist moist worm 
monks monks december 
inflection inflection body 
delve delve censor 
nipple nipple shillings 
disposal disposal sentence 
deem deem demon 
fattening fattening river 
cave cave slippery 
object object witchcraft 
pensive pensive heathen 
terrible terrible learning 
without without gloomy 
fold fold twilight 
wrecked wrecked hides 
fence fence sincerely 
hunting hunting inhabitants 
ocean ocean scarlet 



injury injury altar 
trench trench ditch 
moat moat bank 
wall wall conceal 
digging digging denote 
 
 
 
 
 
 
deer becoming monk becoming fit dough metal deer 
 
dawn bracelet meadow brooch clasp buckle dawn 
 
lurk dart damage javelin spear calamity lurk 
 
loss  spelled variant colonized deed transaction loss 
 
ravage atone recompense king rune reign known ravage 
 
during food clock gnomon dinner early morning during 
 
noise feast meal gulf daily abyss noise 
 
share deal lot grammar partial sentence partly share 
 
hand diffuse utter anything deficient without hand 
 
less refuse full still garment immediate empty less 
 
 
 
 
 
 
desist sacrifice 
 
world without end at any time in any degree 
forth indefinite bakes waited 
to convoke expected disclose 
assemble asked 
restrain extract of certain religious exact 
in the earliest were merely was one 
at length it began monks authority to address 
the lack of abode to beat 
beaten by storms alphabet 
asking by bending behooves 
break to pieces 
hurt swells incense with vex proclaim 
take away 
carry away 
take away 



carry away 
not to endure a cunning tolerable 
borne to burst out 
find hidden for await to pray or quake 
a revolt against busy occupation 
fill necessary trouble 
bite to pieces 
tear to pieces 
bite eat devour gnaw 
consume bitter between pale breathe 
swelling gloom benumbs fiercely flame 
ulcerated darken the eyes uncovered shine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
the redness 
 
the redness of announce 
the redness of bowed 
the redness of bought 
the redness of angered 
the redness of irritation 
the redness of carried 
the redness of surety 
the redness of undertake 
the redness of assign 
the redness of borrow 
the redness of engrave 
the redness of emboss 
the redness of overthrow 
the redness of dilate 
the redness of bake 
the redness of crash 
the redness of crackle 
the redness of break 
the redness of vanquish 
the redness of storm 
the redness of capture 
the redness of violate 
the redness of destroy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
alarm 
 
alarm to move 
alarm to vibrate 



alarm to draw 
alarm to draw from 
alarm to remove 
alarm to unsheathe 
alarm to wrench 
alarm to pull out 
alarm to take away 
alarm to draw back 
alarm to free from 
alarm to draw up 
alarm to raise 
alarm to lift up 
alarm to start up 
alarm to ever-celebrating 
alarm to bruise 
alarm to break 
alarm to fail 
alarm to deteriorate 
alarm to extermination 
alarm to decay 
alarm to perish 
alarm to unsettle 
alarm to ruin 
alarm to frustrate 
alarm to degenerate 
alarm to destroy 
alarm to broken 
alarm to opened 
alarm to freed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
not only 
 
not only a sleeping warrior of the world 
but also cleanse, purify, clarify, adorn 
 
not only a sleeping warrior of the world 
but also ship of oak, name of the rune, 
the letter 
 
not only a sleeping warrior of the world 
but also ache, pain, suffer 
 
not only a sleeping warrior of the world 
but also locked with a key, oak tree, oak 
grove, acorn, accent, acorn 
 
not only a sleeping warrior of the world 
but also a kind of oak, a species of oak, 



oak drink, drink made from acorns 
 
not only a sleeping warrior of the world 
but also forth, produce, beget, renew 
 
not only a sleeping warrior of the world 
but also birth, generation, nativity, genuine, 
birth 
 
not only a sleeping warrior of the world 
but also burn, rumination, cut, hew, choose, 
oak-whole or sound, entire 
 
not only a sleeping warrior of the world 
but also slope, wood, summon, call 
 
not only a sleeping warrior of the world 
but also turn, turn away, aside, avert, 
turn oneself, go, return, turning, aversion, 
turning from, apostasy, revolting 
 
not only a sleeping warrior of the world 
but also the name of a place, an oak leaf 
 
 
 
 
 
 
sink or exclude  
 
sink or exclude from tarnished 
gutter or exclude from dim 
deprive or exclude from hatchet 
obscure or exclude from instrument 
path or exclude from funeral 
damp or exclude from bonfire 
sacrificial or exclude from render 
inaudible or exclude from edit 
compose or exclude from blot 
abolish or exclude from order 
devastate or exclude from darken 
annihilate or exclude from pain 
disease or exclude from sickness 
corrupted or exclude from flame 
contagious or exclude from fire 
weary or exclude from plunge 
expel or exclude from sword 
immerse or exclude from practice 
submerge or exclude from drip 
drop or exclude from shed 
fall or exclude from fail 
decline or exclude from pursue 



chase or exclude from water 
wither or exclude from metal 
rub or exclude from keep 
silence or exclude from peace 
 
 
 
 
 
 
dismayed 
 
dismayed by cold 
the acolyte minded reconcile and eligible 
 
dismayed by chosen 
the carved test prove and think 
 
dismayed by devise 
the cram fill creep and crumble 
 
dismayed by bark 
the rind axe river mouth and stump 
 
dismayed by bear 
the endure comb coarse hands and flux 
 
dismayed by pruned 
the ash pass trial malign and tremble 
 
dismayed by quiver 
the shake swing perish quench and squirrel 
 
dismayed by gorge 
the eat glut utter reject and dwindle 
 
dismayed by banish 
the quicken extinct eclipsed and vanish 
 
dismayed by slay 
the tormented confirm reveal and pyre 
 
dismayed by fire 
the flame fail waste decay and callous 
 
 
 
 
 
 
down, downward 
 
down, downward, blot and wander and seduce 



 
down, downward, mute and staunch and appease 
 
down, downward, waste and stray and suppress 
 
down, downward, lead and swivel and become 
 
down, downward, error and hinder and overpower 
 
down, downward, ebb and edge and recede 
 
down, downward, eat and tempt and discover 
 
down, downward, depart and trial and probable 
 
down, downward, depict and foam and ornament 
 
down, downward, adorn and affright and fortify 
 
down, downward, feed and fasten and inscribe 
 
down, downward, fatten and build and terrify 
 
down, downward, nourished and rivers and assail 
 
down, downward, pluck and cleanse and different 
 
down, downward, horses and images and estrange 
 
down, downward, idol and flay and clarify 
 
down, downward, escape and scatter and flow 
 
 
 
 
 
 
slip 
 
hasten, inspire with longing 
 
terrify, impel with wickedness 
 
accelerate, incite with owner 
 
excite, sound with possession 
 
possess, sing with battlefields 
 
hesitate, detain with property 
 
proper, neglect with grain 



 
return, profane with country 
 
oneself, occupy with change 
 
idiom, glitter with tongue 
 
language, yellow with desire 
 
grieve, eager with pour 
 
mourn, melt with found 
 
shed, deprive with impart 
 
destroy, restore with subvert 
 
yield, reward with heal 
 
seize, waste with trouble 
 
discover, torment with monsters 
 
control, chant with conquer 
 
deliver, restore with guidance 
 
befall, gape with strength 
 
slip, inscribe with effusion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
tremble with fear, daily, still 
tremble with power, daily, still 
tremble with body, daily, still 
tremble with receive, daily, still 
tremble with seize, daily, still 
tremble with support, daily, still 
tremble with bitter, daily, still 
tremble with sour, daily, still 
tremble with sharp, daily, still 
tremble with vehement, daily, still 
tremble with dire, daily, still 
tremble with hateful, daily, still 
tremble with austere, daily, still 
tremble with fierce, daily, still 
tremble with severe, daily, still 
tremble with harsh, daily, still 
tremble with impetuous, daily, still 



tremble with defer, daily, still 
tremble with prolong, daily, still 
tremble with wonder, daily, still 
tremble with comfort, daily, still 
tremble with alienate, daily, still 
tremble with free, daily, still 
tremble with fault, daily, still 
tremble with putrefy, daily, still 
tremble with corrupt, daily, still 
tremble with perverse, daily, still 
tremble with full, daily, still 
tremble with found, daily, still 
tremble with device, daily, still 
tremble with experiment, daily, still 
tremble with foul, daily, still 
tremble with stain, daily, still 
tremble with pollute, daily, still 
tremble with fill, daily, still 
tremble with replenish, daily, still 
tremble with subvert, daily, still 
tremble with demolish, daily, still 
tremble with overturn, daily, still 
tremble with fulfill, daily, still 
tremble with complete, daily, still 
tremble with art, daily, still 
tremble with evil, daily, still 
tremble with usury, daily, still 
tremble with sorrow, daily, still 
tremble with appropriate, daily, still 
tremble with threadbare, daily, still 
tremble with declaration, daily, still 
tremble with shedding, daily, still 
tremble with carved, daily, still 
tremble with grasp, daily, still 
tremble with dread, daily, still 
 
 
 
 
 
a sin against the month of august  
 
it’s a sin against the month of august 
it’s a sin against duty 
a sin against guilty 
a sin against debtor 
a sin against the present 
a sin against singing 
a sin against support 
a sin against lifted, raised exalted 
it’s a sin against elevation, elation, pride, implore, hang 
a sin against names, hot 
a sin against limp 



against crawl 
against hard 
inured 
hardening 
a sin against cutting wood into planks 
a sin against ferment, erect, stirred up 
heavy 
sad 
oppress 
burden 
conceal 
it’s a sin against hide 
a sin against humble 
against tread, abase, foot, accuse 
against balance 
captivity 
a sin against guardian 
a sin against praise 
it’s a sin against encourage, animate, bend 
a sin against incline, recline, decline 
against avert, revert, destroy, 
invert, overt, mock 
it’s a sin against ravager sin 
a sin against exclude 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
meanwhile 
 
meanwhile or eggs the carpenter 
ambrosia or emptied the known 
resistance or anchor the radish 
withdraw or conduct the soak 
teach or forgive the garment 
loss or abandon the maim 
aside or suppress the refuse 
overcome or refute the spring 
abolish or inflict the false 
conquer or destroy the verb 
diminish or depart the lies 
choose or spice the horse 
cooking or buried the tinder 
survive or cauldron the yield 
wise or died the parsley 
free or redeem the happen 
occur or detach the quite 
equal or entice the swamps 
juice or tanning the deep 
bark or prone the visigoths 



lather or loom the during 
curse or disturb the vessel 
milk or define the bishop 
betray or measure the test 
allot or provision the spoil 
corrupt or molten the vein 
scatter or dock the mind 
defend or delight the desert 
solitude or inflict the interval 
hermit or timber the ankle 
exterminate or fatten the ministry 
messenger or workshop the fowls 
release or renounce the desolation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
resound 
 
resound purified scum, soft or empty exult 
 
resound leaping roar, soak or empty cleanse 
 
resound falling oneself, anxious or empty think 
 
resound hollow root, scoop or engrave suspend 
 
resound shaken rescue, spit or empty free 
 
resound shaken liberate, rush or empty touch 
 
resound violently cause, sing or empty value 
 
resound plunder time, everywhere or empty one 
 
resound aside excite, kindle or empty cast 
 
resound loosen subvert, avert or empty search 
 
resound devise conceal, supplant or empty pull 
 
resound roast reproach, destroy or empty waste 
 
resound robber ruin, useless or empty doors 
 
resound demolish law, nourish or empty appear 
 
 
 
 
 



 
having one horn, a hundred years old, 
resolute or stubborn 
 
restrain 
repel 
deprive 
 
having one horn, a hundred years old, 
acting alone to unite 
 
concord 
balance 
fierce 
 
one mind, one day old 
 
having one horn, a hundred years old, 
decidedly or persistently 
 
diligence 
dwelling 
face 
 
conjecture salutary speaking 
 
having one horn, a hundred years old, 
stretch continuously soundness 
 
hermit path incense 
harmonious accident up a hill 
anthem of elfin radish and dung 
 
having one horn, a hundred years old, 
empire or the universe 
 
single combat 
duel combat 
willful self-will 
 
obstinately one year old 
 
 
 
 
 
 
apple tree north of the apple orchard 
exhale with the eyes 
apple tree north of the apple orchard 
disentangle 
 
suffer, keep in mind 



suffer, keep in mind 
suffer, keep in mind 
 
apple tree north of the apple orchard 
read forth open copper apostle 
apple tree north of the apple orchard 
read reach open ore angel 
 
keep in mind, ponder 
keep in mind, ponder 
keep in mind, ponder 
 
unwrap possible to intercept oneself 
 
spread blade 
spread bark 
spread coffin 
spread chest 
spread box 
 
apple tree north of the apple orchard 
apple tree north of the apple orchard 
apple tree north of the apple orchard 
 
 
 
 
 
 
was a sign to spread out and translate neglect 
 
gladden rot 
 
brass flounder 
brass fling 
brass word 
 
in the 4th century decided to ride 
and to enumerate 
 
strip, plunder 
strip, plunder 
strip, plunder 
strip 
 
surfeit flag ensnare 
 
flee, desert, forsake 
 
burnt dust 
 
cleanse peel and eviscerate interrogative assign 
 



 
 
 
 
 
sharpen disjunctive prune 
 
stumble scrape inquired about destroy 
 
clear stir 
 
dry secrets penetrate express satiate 
 
seethe institute 
boil law 
refine set 
purify transport 
examine decline 
 
sink pieces sing together, settle 
 
diminish 
 
slumber paralyzed slip 
 
tongue think elicit blunt scrutiny 
 
 
 
 
 
 
fabricate or choking the slab 
suffocation or impale the cut 
strangle or sluggish the urge 
expend or expand the spin 
idle or exempt the serpent 
smear or anoint the forge 
fashion or smother the spit 
dirt or preserve the clasp 
distribute or slot the allure 
destroy or spew the split 
stretch or vomit the cause 
seduce or indifferent the bind 
squander or survive the sleep 
consume or escape the adder 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



cast and stretch and fling the ripped 
spring and spread and fail the born 
cease and dead and break the sprout 
forth and kiln and rise the stones 
footstep display and build the stiff 
fly and mount and scent the quiet 
dwindle eclipse and wash the trace 
diminish explore and track the stand 
embark imprint adorn the found 
still and pierce and hurl the hand 
lay and low and length the stop 
guide and stir and drain the sour 
soothe and swell and droop the fade 
sweep and roam and shame the clean 
 
 
 
 
 
 
perish the sigh and grieve the wound 
shrink the remote and sever the oats 
decay the strike and wear the count 
dissolve the divide and except the fire 
reckon the tame and kindle the draw 
balance the trouble and perplex the move 
inflame the roam and protract the weary 
subdue the journey and apply the failing 
dispose the exhaustion and poison the reach 
chosen the food and allure the mind 
depict the spikes and dire the venom 
horror the gall and spider the draft 
bitter the spear and ink the doubt 
entice the aim and exclude the oath 
 
 
 
 
 
 
stretch the dark and obscure the lizard 
promise the thrust and clean the melt 
suffer the dread and twist the wrest 
hold the chide and tire the bold 
crowd the law and press the wash 
bear the thin and sound the drive 
squeeze the fall and lapse the blue 
lessen the same and bathe the spring 
avoid the well and flow the swarm 
incite the guard and burn the shake 
weave the lift and weigh the fly 
code the fork and close the hook 
alter the root and wean the throw 



spurn the waste and spoil the curse 
 
 
 
 
 
 
lawful clear and manifest 
lawful proof and open 
lawful rite and evident 
lawful custom and notorious 
lawful murder and ceremony 
lawful monastery and ebbing 
lawful river and injunction 
lawful coast and books 
lawful mouth and bleak 
lawful pallor and messenger 
lawful business and indignation 
lawful anger and exasperate 
lawful fault and vinegar 
 
 
 
 
 
 
let the fragment wrath the scribe 
let the scandal wrath the ice 
let the fir tree wrath eternal 
let the vessel wrath the bath 
let the wine wrath the wood 
let the oaken wrath the sown 
let the cultivated wrath contain 
let the quantity wrath the field 
let the acorn wrath the scarlet 
let the acres wrath the corn 
let the saplings wrath the tithe 
let the tablet wrath the road 
let the hatchet wrath anew 
let the chopping wrath the channel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a vein a nerve a kidney and a knife 
a sea a both an autumn and an eye 
a drain a cliff a pious and a firm 
a bound a fix a body and a lance 
a pest a peel a prayer and a skin 
a fire a close a fierce and a mute 
a light a meat a relish and a song 



a soon a suit a fatten and a born 
a book a sect a ladder and a heat 
a ride a row a hinder and a rope 
a speech a zeal a distant and a loss 
a sweep a fuse a damage and an egg 
a meal a stick a gloaming and a gloom 
 
 
 
 
 
 
city celebrated deluge [frame] 
antiquity celebrated deluge [disease] 
built celebrated deluge [bonework] 
banks celebrated deluge [antlers] 
deluge celebrated deluge [hillock] 
immediately celebrated deluge [bench] 
was celebrated deluge [fatal] 
after celebrated deluge [thigh] 
ridge celebrated deluge [stained] 
impost celebrated deluge [helmet] 
pledge celebrated deluge [ring] 
distrained celebrated deluge [vertebra] 
waiting celebrated deluge [chest] 
seize celebrated deluge [boneless] 
exacted celebrated deluge [enclosure] 
shore celebrated deluge [skin] 
balk celebrated deluge [summon] 
beam celebrated deluge [bannock] 
balsam celebrated deluge [wool] 
spear celebrated deluge [comb] 
tusk celebrated deluge [greaves] 
limb celebrated deluge [dwelling] 
firedrake celebrated deluge [violet] 
egg celebrated deluge [boar] 
banana celebrated deluge [ache] 
edge celebrated deluge [despoil] 
sword celebrated deluge [basilisk] 
malady celebrated deluge [cloak] 
corpse celebrated deluge [crimson] 
fracture celebrated deluge [topaz] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
fish bat commander foment 
 
club bat commander bait 
 
bath bat commander backwards 



 
brook bat commander baking 
 
blaze bat commander bone 
 
 
 
 
 
 
flames made bare past bier 
pasture past bearing dish 
table forms as in gesture 
funeral balm bend bone bare 
bares sing handbarrow pasture 
bear ring bier sing once forms 
fire bone bare bed bear ring 
frame sing forms gesture fire 
 
 
 
 
 
 
barefoot barley plainly bearer 
heat light burning house 
 
one wood burning branding burning 
clear carrier cause consume 
 
burnt burn burning burning cold 
bootless heat consuming fire 
 
burning barely bears expose 
cause consume cautery burning iron 
 
 
 
 
 
long sometime and look, they said. 
sculptures drama boot. 
and began everything sloshing fancier. 
 
long sometime and look, they said. 
when fluxus baby they 
there were and plenty and. 
 
long sometime and look, they said. 
were too world were concerts 
they found whoever something this. 
 
long sometime and look, they said. 



make but sometimes other different doing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
sharp tale cammock cow weapon 
nimble goblet sulfur chain weapon 
bold causes soldier service weapon 
hail skull warfare comrade  weapon 
stout comb kex fetter combat 
swift cells contend earthly combat 
grow wool brimstone battlefield combat 
prompt honey faith parsley combat 
cold chalice umbeliferous bond wound 
month crest ghosts against wound 
shoe helmet state fennel wound 
 
 
 
 
 
 
chatter lamp flat feast of the candles 
 
of the boisterous 
of the snuffers 
of the staff 
 
torch hedge branches taper the church 
 
the cup 
the cane 
the rule 
 
chanters fortress cope backwards with song 
 
with anthem 
with anxious 
the darkness of the prison 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
dried void 
figs cat the wain 
 
bird wretchedly 
scar the river 



 
at the mouth 
the constellation 
 
the paper 
letter carrion 
 
coarse leaves 
hassock empire 
 
camp sedge 
castle cloak 
 
 
 
 
 
 
rains silk grammatical cat-wort 
 
keep off the falling sentence 
in 
a 
cabbage 
 
mint worms and pronouns castle 
 
catnip muzzle the seed thoughts 
we experiments vernacular keys 
 
 
 
 
 
 
caterpillar ornament solution 
watercress cape 
solution 
kettle 
jaw 
basin 
cheek 
beetle 
jawbone 
yoke 
cauldron 
caster 
pitcher 
pebble 
plaster 
jug 
lime 
broom 



ordeal 
chalk 
cement 
furze ravine 
 
solution 
 
 
 
 
 
 
chalk gnashing 
curds grinding 
markets crashing 
jelly quarrelling 
bargain murmuring 
pottage dwelling 
stolen glossing 
calves covering 
cruel bristling 
limestone chiding 
thick teaching 
bribe naming 
pen cutting 
found complaining 
custom grudging 
herald chewing 
traffic reproving 
war calling 
commodities trading 
cattle turning 
 
 
 
 
 
 
mercury clamor 
teeth quench 
 
wild copious 
philosophical circle 
 
chatter coriander 
creak keel 
 
gnash breeze 
crash shirt 
 
noise warrior 
dispute pine 
 



strife fierce 
sedition bridle 
 
scandal keen 
heaven clever 
 
hellebore moustache 
urban ascribe 
 
cake begetting 
sign pouch 
 
chasm crow 
cedar throat 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ship gullet 
ancestor keep 
 
public soul 
pain attends 
 
tear destroyed 
island heathens 
 
cut kingdom 
choose regard 
 
carve river 
shingle south 
 
hew  sweet 
office wine 
 
axe chervil 
decide cherubim 
 
knife cellar 
sand cabin 
 
scalpel dance 
murmur choir 
 
lamp rebuke 
bitter chill 
 
gravel goose 
fire skin 
 



 
 
 
 
 
surround closing a sentence ascend 
plunge to ruin 
sphere skein thread yam 
steep cleavers claw leap scratch 
talon rock-wort foxglove 
climbing rough sticks to speak 
coltsfoot poultice burdock 
to palpitate a vocative clamor 
plunge to ruin 
fieldfare noise buckles clasp 
bell stone bulbous crowfoot 
buttercup poison mumbles 
clout patch cloth metal clench 
lump ring knock grip shut 
a sentence fibula of the ships dispute 
 
 
 
 
 
 
tribe step butcher knees kneeling knife beat disciple 
load knob knotty door puzzle toll knock toss 
dash crash bind knit  sinew cook quiver frying pan seasoning woodcocks 
quince husk cough charcoal chamber boiled mouse plumb lily priest 
he preached to the picts, whose king gave him the western isle 
cumin canoe psalm copper garment lopped pollard shoe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
inhabitants scarlet corn consecrated which troop pomp 
kissing excellent tempter was cottage mallow trumpets 
miserably croaking cradle rot crammed with crane-pool 
chronicles weaving raven garlic, trick hosts about the 
wagon, so called because it is situated on the banks of 
the river creeping. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
crystal oil crock pot saffron twig anointed sign of 
the flat cake sprout bird ear stooping pebble crypt 
cluster corn torture fragment hasten in fur ravine 



finger butter shed burrow spoon crutch eye of a 
cow and cowl of a dove, a grape dragon came, a 
sunbeam shale cone or begin to shine, pigeon fault 
humble dagger, he didn’t know what had become 
of him. 
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a northern killing board 
the cemetery airport 
the administration were 
 
were the 
the airport 
 
at officials crashed to weather 
 
newspaper there 
board said 
was the nosedive 
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a both the weather 
 
plane morning it the 
 
the officials years and both 
 
been footage plane its flame 
 
the and agency the 
 
news one accident airports 
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plane killing said. 
 
emergency on fireball site. 
 
death the final final headed airport flames. 
 
he of children. 
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the monday both official video bouncing left flames. 
 
identified fatal strong said 
according gust to the major the 
 
 
 
 
 
 
said exit even more militants. 
 
he interview prepares comprehensive 
central his and earlier separately. 
 
in government had integrate rest that 
sanctuaries the he promising in eight 
fighters southern saturday senior 
agency insurgents effective what 
on strategy sense drift. 
 
ordered additional military enough 
objectives defeat he capacity and 
but central making interests he 
according review ministerial dilute 
 
 
 
 
 
 
the suspect on security trial. 
 
charges and the was province march. 
 
more capital. 
 
nine they to the they short the 
dressed in the asked you have 
lawyer do him. 
 
yes the representation the the 
murder he his jail infrastructure 
he poor officials contains hatched 
weight on gag that attackers the 
interceptions modifications 
relations since as suggested 
they involvement. 



 
however suspected boats been 
 
 
 
 
 
 
china global US strategy administration 
china the efforts some asian was fund 
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